
From: Emily Isabella
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: a note about my childhood home
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:10:50 AM

Hello
Please include this letter in the Cardinal-Hickory Creek EIS

My parents- Gary and Nancy Cox- bought our family's property in rural Vermont Township WI 21 years ago. Our 40 acres -
which includes the only upland nesting cover for the wetland below us- lie within the Driftless Area. We have been stewarding
it very carefully; establishing native prairie, using organic methods as we garden, doing all we can - as we respect and honor
this unique area. My mother is a visual artist and she has done countless paintings celebrating the beauty there.

Three ice ages have not threatened the Driftless Area. It is ironic that we property owners have this gorgeous and
environmentally sensitive land threatened by ATC's proposal of huge ugly electric transmission powerlines. 

But many besides property owners are concerned. Bikers use our roads as their routes. Tourism is growing, it's becoming an
increasingly important driver of economic growth. Transmission towers and lines that disrupt the scenic landscapes and parks
will negatively impact the desirability of this area as a tourist destination.

I am concerned about the impact the construction and maintenance of the power line will have on the cold water fisheries and
surrounding wetlands of the proposed route. East Branch of Blue Mounds, Elvers Creek and Vermont Creek and other small
tributaries would be affected. Wisconsin DNR has put in a considerable amount of time and taxpayer money improving these
streams in recent years which shows the state’s valuation of this resource. Native brook trout and planted rainbows and
browns depend on these sensitive cold water streams for survival. The surrounding wetlands are extensive and home to a
variety of birds like wood ducks, mallards, sandhill cranes, shorebirds, kingfisher, yellow warbler. Mammals like mink, beaver,
muskrats, fox and weasels are frequently seen here. Clearing a path for the powerline through the nearby upland woods could
easily cause excessive runoff to these streams and be detrimental to the fish that live there and the fish in Black Earth Creek
that are fed by these smaller tributaries. Black Earth Creek is a major tourist draw for the area bringing in anglers from the
Midwest,  Montanta, California, Pennsylvannia and New York. 

While fishing these creeks my dad often sees insects like Karner Blue and Regal Fritillary that are an endagered species. 

Reptiles like endagered frogs and turtles are likely present here also. The surrounding open meadows host Least Flycatcher,
Red-tailed Hawk, turkey,  pheasant, and Sharp-shinned Hawks.

Surrounding woods are home to Great Horned Owl, grey owls, pileated woodpecker, grouse Red-headed Woodpecker,
Loggerhead Shrike and American Woodcock.

Migrating birds that use this area on their way through: scarlet tanager, cerelean warbler, orioles, grossbeak, Prothonotary
Warbler, indigo bunting.

Another area of concern to these fragile ecosystems is the possibility of introduction of invasive species during the
construction phase and subsequent maintenance work.

I ask that an analysis be completed to determine whether a combination of non-transmission alternatives- new local wind and
solar generation, energy efficiency, storage, demand response- would meet actual electrical demand at a lower cost both
economically and environmentally. Please consider less damaging alternatives  such as upgrading existing low-voltage
transmission lines or routing lines outside the Driftless Area to satisfy any genuine energy demand.

Decreased property value, higher monthly bills for rate payers for years to come, lack of need-supply exceeds demand in the
WI electrical power market, proposed routes conflict with WI Siting Standards..  I see these lines as nothing but negative and
am firmly opposed.

Thank you,
Emily

mailto:comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us


-- 
Emily Isabella
www.emilyisabella.com
608.695.8846

http://www.emilyisabella.com/


From:
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: Cardinal Hickory Creek Transmission Line
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 2:14:12 PM

Dear Environmental Scoping Staff Person:

 

Thank you for your unheralded but important work of collecting input for inclusion in
the Environmental Impact Statement for a proposed high capacity transmission line
that would span 125 miles across the driftless region of southwest Wisconsin from
Madison to Dubuque IA.

 

I examined the letter to EIS staff at Rural Utility Service from local governments and
environmental groups requesting that non-transmission alternatives be thoroughly
studied to including energy efficiency, modern load management and use of
community solar to prolong the life span of transmission facilities.  

 

I take this opportunity to reinforce this request, personally, because I am oppose all
high voltage transmission options as they would inherently detract from the natural
environment and local economies. Should any electrical need be determined, I
support a blend of minimal impact alternatives such as targeted-energy efficiency,
modern load management and distributed generation including solar support at
existing substations.

 

I realize that my comments can be included in the federal level  Environmental
Impact Statement and that I can submit additional requests up to January 6, 2017.

 

You may use my email address to notify me when the draft statement is available.

 

Steve Jacobson

mailto:comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
























From: Betsy Katten
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: Cardinal-Hickory Creek line--Environmental Impact Statement
Date: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 6:05:03 PM
Attachments: datauri-file.png

 Dear Sir/Madam:

I am writing to comment on the scoping of the Environmental Impact Statement that
the Rural Utilities Service will be preparing with respect to the transmission line,
referred to by its developers as the Cardinal-Hickory Creek line.

We (my family) are frequent visitors to the Dodgeville, Wisconsin area and feel we will
be personally impacted by the transmission line. One of the potential routes literally
runs right through the property we frequent. The line will run along side or cut across
many of the best bike routes in the Madison area and it will be visible from the
campsites of Governor Dodge.  In addition to this route, the other proposed route
along Hwy. 18, cuts through some of the most beautiful and important parts of the
Driftless Area. We are very concerned for the damage these lines would cause and
harm to area residents and to the environment.

We encourage you to address a full range of questions with the EIS.

First, please consider the environmental impact in the broadest context, including
geology, soils, farm land & land use, vegetation, wildlife, special status species,
surface / groundwater, wetlands & floodplains, cultural, historic & paleontology
resources, air quality & noise, socioeconomic & environmental justice issues,
transportation, visual resources, and health & safety.

Second, consider the full economic impact of the line on ratepayers, tourism and
recreation, farm and other business operations and property values.

Finally, this is not a false choice between building this transmission line and doing
nothing at all. The EIS should analyze whether a combination of non-transmission
alternatives – new local wind and solar generation, energy efficiency, storage,
demand response – would meet actual electrical demand at a lower cost both
economically and environmentally.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

mailto:comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
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Comments on proposed Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission Line Project

     We, Paul & Nancy Kaufman, (Kaufman/Stemper Farm), object to the proposed 
transmission line in Clayton County Iowa for numerous reasons.  We have owned 189 
acres of farmland in partnership at e since 1987.  As landowners, 
we are concerned that this line, if placed on our property will destroy the value of our 
property and diminish the available acreage for income production.
   
  We have spent years conserving the soil and enhancing wildlife habitat on the property 
and the power line would certainly adversely affect our past conservation work.  We 
have witnessed the recent transmission lines placed in our area and were appalled by 
the lack of the concern for the loss of soil and environmental effects of the work.
    
 We have been in involved in watershed improvement programs and we are committed 
to preserving our water quality on the farm.  Our property contains a large pond that we 
had constructed and a clear running creek and many natural springs.  We are 
concerned that large scale excavation and construction of power lines will adversely 
affect the water quality of these waterways.
   
  Our property is located across the road from Pleasant Creek Wildlife Area, which 
contains a large effigy mound.  A power line on our property would certainly not be 
compatible so close to this Archeological site.
  
     We are also concerned that a second set of large transmission lines along the 
migratory corridor of the Mississippi River would adversely impact the annual fall 
migration of Bald Eagles, waterfowl and song birds.  The lines would again cross the 
scenic Iowa Great River Road.  One transmission line allowed along this scenic 
roadway was bad enough.  A second transmission line built along the Great River Road 
will be too much of a visual blight for this scenic highway.  

     Based on all of our concerns we feel that an environmental impact study is critical for 
this proposed power line construction!

My wife and I are committed to conservation and farm preservation.  We are involved in 
and have held leadership roles in numerous Wildlife and Conservation groups. I have 
spent numerous hours tree planting and advocating for wildlife, conservation of our 
resources, and water quality. 
 
Sincerely
Paul & Nancy Kaufman  (Kaufman/Stemper Farm)

  

Phone:  
email:  

 



From:
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: Feedback about proposed ATC Lines
Date: Thursday, December 15, 2016 11:43:25 PM

 

 

                                                                                                           15 December 2016

SWCA Environmental Consultants

Attn:  Canadian-Hickory Creek EIS

200 Bursca Drive – Suite 207

Bridgeville, Pennsylvania – 15017

 

Dear Environmental Consultants:

 

I am a woman who reared her children on a farm in the Driftless Area of Southwest Wisconsin 
and now have grandchildren who are exploring the wondrous beauty and biological diversity 
of this area. Because this is a place that is so dear to the hearts of many, I urge you to listen to 
the voices of the people who have spent much of their lives in Iowa County, as well as those 
who come here to nurture their souls amid the “grace of wild things.”

 

The Driftless Area of Wisconsin provides a unique geological landscape formed by the 
absence of that last Ice Age Glacier.  It provides a rich topsoil for farming and gardening; 
unique and special status flora and fauna; diversity in topology and historic landmarks.  People 
delight in the quality of the air that they breathe here and the quiet beauty that surrounds them.

 

The proposed ATC lines would impact significantly on farming, recreation, tourism and the 
general health and well-being of the residents of Iowa County.  It is also important to note that 
property values would be decreased greatly by the negative impact on the aesthetics of this 
beloved land.

 

Certainly we all need to be thinking about future energy needs and the environmental impact 
of any decisions that will be made.  Iowa County is filled with citizens who would support the 
exploration of alternative energy sources.  The cost of solar energy is decreasing; wind power 
remains a viable alternative.  Existing low-voltage transmission lines could be upgraded.  The 



money that is being proposed to develop those ATC lines could be spent making this county a 
model of sustainable, alternative energy.   Countries all over the world are re-thinking energy 
sources.  Why not make Iowa County a model for Wisconsin - perhaps even rural 
communities all over this country.

Sincerely,

Jane H. Kavaloski





















From:
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: Comments on Cardinal Hickory Creek EIS
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 2:56:05 PM
Attachments: TPE Cardinal Hickory EIS Signed Scope Statement.pdf

Good afternoon, 

Attached is a formal comment from The Prairie Enthusiasts regarding the Cardinal Hickory
Creek EIS for the initial scope of the project. If you could please confirm with me that you
have received our comment, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher J. Kirkpatrick
Executive Director
The Prairie Enthusiasts
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January 6, 2017 

SWCA Environmental Consultants 
Attn: Cardinal-Hickory Creek EIS 
200 Bursca Drive 
Suite 207 
Bridgeville, PA 15017 

Dear SWCA Environmental Consultants, 

The Prairie Enthusiasts (TPE) is making comments regarding the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) that has been initiated for the proposed Cardinal-Hickory 
Creek transmission line in southwest Wisconsin. TPE's mission is that we seek to 
ensure the perpetuation and recovery of prairies, oak savannas, and other associated 
ecosystems in the upper Midwest through management, protection, restoration, and 
education. In carrying out this mission over the past 30 years TPE has purchased over 
2,000 acres and holds conservation easements on an additional 1,000 acres. The 
majority of this land lies within the same region as the proposed transmission line. 

TPE is concerned that all land conserved by non-profit land conservation organizations 
are included in the scope of the EIS. Our organization was very concerned when the 
American Transmission Company had their original public sessions in 2016. Even 
though many areas of their maps noted "conserved land" one of om· highest quality 
sites, Pleasant Valley Conservancy in Vermont Township, Dane County, WI which we 
own part of and hold conservation easement on was not included, and the proposed 
northern route includes 100% of this property. Not only is this site owned by TPE, but 
it is a dedicated State Natural Area and is enrolled in the WI Knowles Nelson 
Stewardship Program. These omissions are very concerning to our organization and its 
members. 

We are asking for all conserved land be included within the scope of the EIS being 
initiated. This includes all lands owned and all private conservation easements held by 
non-profit land conservation organizations. In addition that all State Natural Areas and 
land enrolled into the WI Knowles Nelson Stewardship Program be included in the 
scope of the EIS. This would be in addition to federal, state, county, or municipally 
owned conservation or public recreation land. 

Grassroots Conservation in Action! 

110 S. Main St. P.O. Box 824, Viroqua, WI 53701-1148 (815)541-3494 executivedirector@theprairieenthusiasts.org 



From:
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: Cardinal / Hickory Creek Transmission Line Concern
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 12:21:26 PM
Attachments: TK.vcf

Dear SWCA Environmental Consultants;
 
My name is Todd King and I am the PGA General Manager at Deer Valley Lodge & Golf in
Barneveld, Wisconsin.  I am writing to you today to share our concerns over the proposed 125
mile long power line to run from Dubuque to Middleton.
 
I am sure you have received numerous letters outlining concern for the line infringing on the
Driftless Area’s natural beauty, wildlife and area residents.  I am also aware of many people’s
concern for the need of the line and the declining or flat energy demand.  While we share
those concerns as well, I’d also like to share the potential economic impact on our business.
 
Deer Valley Lodge and Golf sits on nearly 400 acres and includes a 62 room hotel, 12,000
square foot indoor waterpark, large banquet facility, business meeting space, 27 hole golf
course, golf practice range and 18 hole foot golf course.  The golf course has been in operation
since 1999 and the hotel complex since 2006.  We have spent over 18 years building this
business.  Our main calling card is definitely the beautiful landscape of SW Wisconsin and the
breathtaking views are what we are known for.  With over 60,000 visitors annually (hotel
guests, wedding events, business meetings, golfers and footgolfers), our concern is the
negative impact on our business due to the visual impact of the lines as well as the loss of  a
certain level of serenity that draws our guests to the property.  We are also concerned that
many families and children would not want to play on our foot golf course, which would lie in
the shadow of the towers and experience the “hum” of the lines.
 
We are not against progress or expansion of our infrastructure, our concerns are based on the
real need of these lines and on the potential negative impact on our guests and our business.
 
Respectfully;
 
Todd A. King
PGA General Manager
Deer Valley Lodge & Golf
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From:
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: Comments on ATC Cardinal-Hickory Creek Powerline Proposal
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:29:17 PM

To:  SWCA Environmental Consultants

I am writing in strong opposition to the proposed American
Transmission Co. plan to build a 125-mile powerline through the unique
ecosystem of the Driftless Area of southwestern Wisconsin.

My husband and I have been residents of this area for over
thirty-three years and have a deep appreciation for the diversity and
natural beauty of the region.

The proposed Cardinal-Hickory Creek powerline would have profound,
negative environmental and economic impacts and is a costly,
unnecessary waste of resources.

In my opinion, some of the reasons for not constructing this powerline include:
1) Lack of need in an era of declining or flat use of electrical power
– The need for out-of-state electrical supply has not been shown.  If
an actual need is identified then an analysis should be conducted of
non-transmission alternatives which have less damaging effects.
2) High cost of construction and maintenance – Wisconsin electrical
ratepayers would be supporting construction and maintenance costs of
the line for forty years with no direct benefit while profits go to
the developers.
3) Negative economic impact on tourism, agriculture and property
values – The transmission line would be supported by 17-story tall
towers with a wide swath of clearance on either side of the line.
4) Environmental damage of conservation and agricultural lands, native
heritage sites, state parks, and scenic landscapes – Construction
along the proposed routes would result in severe damage to
environmentally and culturally sensitive areas, bird migration, fish
and wildlife.

For all of these reasons, I strongly urge rejection of the ATC’s
proposed Cardinal-Hickory Creek powerline.

Sincerely,

Mary T. Knight





From:  on behalf of Jerry Koerner
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: ATC Proposal
Date: Friday, December 30, 2016 12:27:39 PM

There are many reasons why we oppose the Cardinal Hickory Creek high voltage power lines
proposed by ATC:
1. I believe that ATC has not demonstrated a need for the electricity in the greater Madison
area, over the long term.
2. I believe they have intentionally refused to develop an alternative that provides the same
amount of power using distributed production using solar, wind and biomass sources.
3. I don't understand why we would buy power from wind farms in Iowa and Minnesota,
instead of producing it locally, and thereby creating good jobs in Wisconsin.
4. I don't agree with the formula that almost guarantees that ATC makes a profit.  The costs
just get passed on to us through our local utility companies.  We may be able to make our own
or buy our electricity locally at a lower cost instead of being locked into a 50 year agreement
with ATC.
5. We live in Iowa County near the highway 18/151.  The huge towers would be visible from
our farm and could reduce our property values.
6. The driftless area where we live is special for its scenic beauty.  The huge towers would
certainly be a blight on our whole area.
7. We are concerned that the electric lines will cause problems with radio and TV reception. 
We have noticed problems when driving near other high voltage lines.
8. We invested in 3 solar systems in 2006 and 2009.  If the utility company can buy power
cheaper out of state, they most likely would not continue to pay us for our excess power.  We
are very proud that we produce more electricity than we use, and therefore do not consume
fossil fuels.

Please consider these issues as you review any proposal from ATC.  

mailto:dogbite@mhtc.net


From: Claudia Koprowski
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: Driftless Area
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:41:32 PM
Attachments: Letter for Cox to Cardinal Hickory Creek.docx

To Whom it may concern,
Please find attached letter.


Hello

Please include this letter in the Cardinal-Hickory Creek EIS

My sister and brother-in-law -Gary and Nancy Cox- bought their family's property in rural Vermont Township WI 21 years ago. Their 40 acres - which includes the only upland nesting cover for the wetland below them- lie within the Driftless Area. They have been stewarding it very carefully; establishing native prairie, using organic methods as they garden, doing all they can - as they respect and honor this unique area. Nancy is a visual artist and she has done countless paintings celebrating the beauty there.



Three ice ages have not threatened the Driftless Area. It is ironic that  property owners there have this gorgeous and environmentally sensitive land threatened by ATC's proposal of huge ugly electric transmission powerlines. 



But many besides property owners are concerned. Bikers use their roads as their routes. Tourism is growing, it's becoming an increasingly important driver of economic growth. Transmission towers and lines that disrupt the scenic landscapes and parks will negatively impact the desirability of this area as a tourist destination.



I am concerned about the impact the construction and maintenance of the power line will have on the cold water fisheries and surrounding wetlands of the proposed route. East Branch of Blue Mounds, Elvers Creek and Vermont Creek and other small tributaries would be affected. Wisconsin DNR has put in a considerable amount of time and taxpayer money improving these streams in recent years which shows the state’s valuation of this resource. Native brook trout and planted rainbows and browns depend on these sensitive cold water streams for survival. The surrounding wetlands are extensive and home to a variety of birds like wood ducks, mallards, sandhill cranes, shorebirds, kingfisher, yellow warbler. Mammals like mink, beaver, muskrats, fox and weasels are frequently seen here. Clearing a path for the powerline through the nearby upland woods could easily cause excessive runoff to these streams and be detrimental to the fish that live there and the fish in Black Earth Creek that are fed by these smaller tributaries. Black Earth Creek is a major tourist draw for the area bringing in anglers from the Midwest,  Montanta, California, Pennsylvannia and New York. 



While fishing these creeks Gary often sees insects like Karner Blue and Regal Fritillary that are an endangered species.  



Reptiles like endangered frogs and turtles are likely present here also. The surrounding open meadows host Least Flycatcher, Red-tailed Hawk, turkey,  pheasant, and Sharp-shinned Hawks.



Surrounding woods are home to Great Horned Owl, grey owls, pileated woodpecker, grouse Red-headed Woodpecker, Loggerhead Shrike and American Woodcock.



Migrating birds that use this area on their way through: scarlet tanager, cerelean warbler, orioles, grossbeak, Prothonotary Warbler, indigo bunting.



Another area of concern to these fragile ecosystems is the possibility of introduction of invasive species during the construction phase and subsequent maintenance work.



I ask that an analysis be completed to determine whether a combination of non-transmission alternatives- new local wind and solar generation, energy efficiency, storage, demand response- would meet actual electrical demand at a lower cost both economically and environmentally. Please consider less damaging alternatives  such as upgrading existing low-voltage transmission lines or routing lines outside the Driftless Area to satisfy any genuine energy demand.



Decreased property value, higher monthly bills for rate payers for years to come, lack of need-supply exceeds demand in the WI electrical power market, proposed routes conflict with WI Siting Standards..  I see these lines as nothing but negative and am firmly opposed.



Cordially,

Claudia Koprowski
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From: Binky Krahn
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: Proposed Transmission Line
Date: Friday, November 04, 2016 12:09:14 PM

Please register my opposition to this proposal. This is an appalling amount of money, which
would be better spent on alternative sources of energy. Slow down and take a more careful
look at this. Is there really a need? 















From: Todd Kummer
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: Comment on Cardinal - Hickory Creek transmission line
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 4:00:45 PM

I am writing to raise questions about the validity of the planned transmission line. I am a land owner near the
proposed line in Ridgeway Township.

I question the need for a new transmission line rather than strong proposals for reducing energy use to live within
our current energy availability. It seems to me that a new line will only encourage greater energy usage “because it
is available.” The discussion should be how do we live within our means with available energy or less energy.
Additionally, new energy should come from renewable sources.

I am also concerned about the visual impact of such a large line in one of the more pristine areas of Wisconsin. Once
built it will never come down and will affect the quality of life for residents of that area for ever. I am concerned
about the adverse affects on property values near the line.

In summary, I think the line will adversely affect nearby protected prairie areas and quality of life for residents. And,
the need for such a line is very suspect in my opinion.

Todd Kummer

mailto:comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us


From: Joel Kurth
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: comments - Cardinal - Hickory Creek Transmisson Line Project
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:36:51 PM

TO:  USDA RUS

RE:  Comment on the Cardinal - Hickory Creek Transmisson Line Project  

This project makes significant use of greenfield corridors in the Driftless Area of Iowa and Dane
Counties in Wisconsin.  For this reason alone the RUS should not be a source of funding for
Dairyland Cooperative for this project.

The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (PSCW), by law, must follow in order: (1) existing
utility corridors, (2) highway and railroad corridors, (3) rec trails, (4) new corridors, in determining
where transmission lines are to be built.  In Iowa County, WI, the revised preliminary corridors
each have significant amounts that do not utilize existing utility or highway corridors at all.  The
existing utility corridors around Spring Green aren't even in the study area anymore.  The
northernmost preliminary route is mostly greenfield, cutting across beautiful rural and visually
unspoiled areas, much of which is wooded.  The landowners in this rural area should not suffer
the burden of a transmission line that will mostly be built to benefit the significant load centers in
Madison and eastward.  At least the southern route runs along a busy existing highway corridor
and certain utility corridors; nevertheless, a transmission line along US HWY 151 will further spoil
the view south from Military Ridge.

Throughout the numerous reports on the USDA website, it is stated that an important purpose of
this project is in meeting Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS).  This project connects to wind
power generation.  But, given the Wisconsin RPS is by and large satisfied coupled with the
declining cost (which will likely continue to decline) of solar power and its usefulness in meeting
demand at peak times in the summer, it is debatable this transmission line should be built at all. 

Best,
Joel Kurth, Frame Road Properties
Landowner in the Towns of Arena and Clyde, Wisconsin 

mailto:comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
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